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In this article, we evaluate b-Reactable, a digital music instrument that combines implicit physiology-based 9
interaction through EEG and ECG, and explicit gestural interaction for sound generation and control. 10
This multimodality is embodied in tangible objects named physiopucks, which are driven by biosignals. We 11
hypothesize that multimodality increases users’ motivation in a musical task, compared to the use of a 12
gesture-only tabletop system (the Reactable). We compared motivational aspects in dyads collaborating in 13
three experimental groups (N = 56): the Physio group (one physiology- and one gesture-based user), the 14
Sham group (one prerecorded physiology- and one gesture-based user), and the Control group (two gesture 15
users). Between-group comparisons showed that motivation dimensions of Confidence and Satisfaction were 16
higher in b-Reactable than in the gesture-only tangible interface, and that fake physiology-based feedback 17
significantly reduced these effects. Our study also shows the potential of combined implicit and explicit 18
interaction modes in multiuser HCI scenarios. 19
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for example, smart watches with heart rate monitoring, controllers based on elec-37
tromyography (EMG), and off-the-shelf wireless electroencephalography (EEG) head-38
sets. These new applications have drawn the attention of the human-computer inter-39
action (HCI) community, aiming to design physiological interfaces that can provide40
meaningful interactions in relevant domains [Fairclough 2011].41

Interface design based on physiological computing (PC) normally targets explicit,42
conscious interface control [Zander 2010] as, for example, in the case of brain computer43
interfaces (BCIs) [Wolpaw et al. 2002] or muscle-based control [Caramiaux et al. 2015].44
However, PC can also be used to achieve implicit and indirect interaction by contin-45
uously monitoring the user’s physiological activity. In this manner, users’ cognitive,46
perceptual, and emotional states can be classified and subsequently embedded into in-47
teractive processes without the user’s explicit intention [Bermúdez i Badia et al. 2009;48
Zander and Jatzev 2009].49

Implicit interaction has been explored by different disciplines such as cognitive psy-50
chology [Hudlicka 2003], affective computing [Allanson and Fairclough 2004], and51
enactive media [Tikka et al. 2012]. However, implicit interaction interfaces are still52
emerging [Zander and Kothe 2011], as most of the current noninvasive PC applica-53
tions for healthy users are restricted to activity tracking, informing users about their54
performance in a given physical task such as running or cycling. In this context, we are55
still in the need of PC systems designed for meaningful HCI scenarios that are thor-56
oughly evaluated and compared to existing interaction paradigms [Fairclough 2011]57
in order to determine to what extent they might enhance human control bandwidth,58
especially when combined with traditional user interfaces, and assists human-human59
communication in multiuser scenarios.60

This article explores the possibilities of implicit PC for enriching HCI channels by61
combining explicit conscious control (i.e., tangible input) and implicit interaction. This62
approach is applied to an expressive HCI domain: musical performance and sonic63
interaction design. To perform empirical evaluation, we created a digital musical in-64
strument (DMI) named b-Reactable, based on Reactable, a renowned musical tabletop65
system [Jordà 2003]. This DMI can be operated through tangible objects (pucks), but66
it also incorporates implicit interaction by measuring the participant’s brain activity67
(EEG) and (ECG). Through these measures, we are able to estimate low-level physiolog-68
ical features in real time: user frontal EEG activity and heart rate. These estimations69
are used for sound synthesis (audification) and for controlling the tempo of the DMI70
(beats per minute, BPM). These physiological controllers are embodied in two physical71
objects, named physiopucks, allowing users to combine EEG and ECG features with72
other Reactable pucks, such as filters and controllers.73

This article significantly extends our previous pilot study with b-Reactable, which74
showed significant differences in motivation levels between participants who were75
collaborating only via gestures and those who were using physiopucks [Mealla et al.76
2011]. However, our previous study did not have a balanced number of participants in77
the two experimental groups and did not have the control group. Therefore, for this78
article, we extended the study the b-Reactable, testing three balanced experimentalQ379
groups: the Physio group, where the multimodal system was fully functional; the Sham80
group, where physiopucks were driven by prerecorded physiological signals; and the81
Control group, where no physiopucks were present. Thus, participants were using a82
conventional tabletop system. Importantly, introducing the Control group allowed us to83
compare the b-Reactable user experience to another DMI based on tangible interaction84
(Reactable).85

To compare experimental groups, we use a computer-supported cooperative learning86
approach, which operationalizes user experience in multiple dimensions of motivation87
[Jones and Issroff 2005]. The main goal of this study is to determine whether the88
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Fig. 1. Multimodal music system. Physiological signals (red dotted arrows) are wirelessly streamed to a
server that applies a signal processing and sonification. EEG-based sound synthesis and tempo control
through heart rate are integrated in the Reactable framework and presented to performers as physiopucks
(blue dotted arrows).

use of multimodal control through gestures and implicit interaction (physiopucks) can 89
influence user motivation in a musical task, compared to the use of a gesture-only 90
tabletop system, Reactable. To this end, we have the following hypotheses: 91

Hypothesis 1. Motivation of participants working with b-Reactable will be higher 92
than for participants working with the standard Reactable when performing the same 93
musical task. Specifically, participants working with PC (Emitters) will have stronger 94
motivation than regular, gesture-only–based participants (Users) due to the addition 95
of implicit interaction. 96

Hypothesis 2. Participants’ experience in the Physio and Sham groups will differ 97
on motivation scales. Specifically, the Sham group will have lower motivation ratings 98
compared to participants in the Physio group due to the lack of real-time physiological 99
interaction. 100

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 101

2.1. System Design 102

In this section, we describe b-Reactable, a DMI that introduces PC to the Reactable 103
system by means of real-time EEG and ECG measures that are associated to tan- 104
gible objects (physiopucks). Figure 1 offers an overview of the system architecture. 105
In the following subsections, we describe Reactable, physiopucks and their operation, 106
physiological signal acquisition and treatment, sonification, and control strategies. 107

2.1.1. Reactable and Physiopucks. Reactable is a DMI based on a tabletop interface 108
where tangibles objects (pucks) and hand gestures are used for controlling musical 109
operations [Jordà 2007], as shown in Figure 1. This is done by means of computer 110
vision techniques (reacTIVision) that track both fiducial markers and finger gestures 111
on the surface of the interface [Kaltenbrunner 2007] (see Figures 2 and 3). 112

The Reactable sound synthesis and control methods follow a modular approach, a 113
prevalent model in electronic music, which is based on the interconnection of sound 114
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Fig. 2. A performer playing with Reactable.

Fig. 3. Reactable components [Jordà 2007].
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Fig. 4. The two physiopucks added to the Reactable framework. When placed on the tabletop the brain-
labeled physiopuck (a) produces an audification of EEG activity based on a white-noise signal. Users and
Emitters can change the amplitude of the audification by moving graphic slider that appears on the right
side of the puck. The heart-labeled physiopuck (b) drives the BPM of the sound composition according to the
heart rate of the Emitter. The BPM values were displayed in the upper right corner of the physiopuck.

generators and sound processors units. In Reactable, this is achieved by relating pucks 115
on the surface of the table, where each puck has a dedicated function for the gen- 116
eration, modification or control of sound. Reactable’s objects can be categorized into 117
several functional groups such as audio generators, processors (i.e., filters and effects), 118
controllers (which affect the behavior of the generators or processors they are con- 119
nected to), and global objects (which affect the behavior of all objects within their area 120
of influence). Each of these families is associated with a different puck shape and can 121
have many different members, each with a distinct and human-readable symbol on its 122
surface. 123

Because of this modular approach, the integration of PC features into Reactable is 124
straightforward. Therefore, we created a new version of the interface called b-Reactable 125
that added two new pucks (physiopucks) to the current Reactable framework. In this 126
new version of Reactable, physiopucks allow performers to use their physiological 127
signals (namely EEG and ECG) to generate sound and control tempo (BPM), in the 128
same manner as using standard Reactable objects (see Figure 4). 129
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2.1.2. Physiological Signal Acquisition. b-Reactable allows input from different physiolog-130
ical equipment. In this study we used Starlab’s Enobio (neuroelectrics.com), a wear-131
able, wireless electrophysiology sensing system that captures two biosignals: EEG and132
ECG. It features four channels connected to dry active electrodes at a sample rate of133
250Hz.134

A dry electrode is placed on the frontal midline (Fz) lobe of participants for EEG135
recording. Another electrode is placed in the participant’s wrist for ECG detection.136
Physiological signals are acquired, amplified, and streamed wirelessly to the Enobio137
software suite that applies a band pass filter (centered between 50 and 60Hz) for noise138
reduction and sends the EEG and ECG data to the sound engine via TCP/IP.139

2.1.3. Sound Engine. In this study, the choice of sonification strategies has two main140
motivations. First, we wanted to provide direct sonic feedback on the changes of EEG141
frequency bands with a minimum of latency. Second, we aimed at a simple, distinctive142
sonification that would stand out from other sounds generated by Reactable. These143
guidelines led us to design a sonic interaction based on audification [Hermann and144
Ritter 2004], an auditory display technique that directly translates data waveform into145
sound; this is normally achieved by resampling and digitally filtering input values to146
make them audible. Audification is particularly applied to large datasets with periodic147
signal components, as in the case of the EEG and ECG (see Väljamäe [2013] for a recent148
review).149

b-Reactable leverages on the already existing Reactable sound engine to generate150
a direct mapping between EEG frequency bands and the audible sound frequency151
spectrum. For performers, this sonification appears as a sound generator puck (brain-152
labeled physiopuck) on b-Reactable. On the other hand, ECG activity is used to control153
the tempo (beats per minute, BPM) of the interface, appearing as a heart-labeled154
physiopuck (see Figures 1 and 4). To make it easier for the participants to understand155
the tempo of the DMI, BPM values were displayed in the upper right corner of the156
heart-labeled physiopuck.157

The sound engine was developed using Pure Data (Pd), a visual programming lan-158
guage for computer music [Puckette 1996]. Pd was chosen due to its openness and159
suitability for performing such tasks, and for its flexibility when defining the map-160
pings. This software also favors a robust integration with the Reactable framework,161
whose sound engine was also built with Pd.162

2.1.4. EEG and ECG Signal Processing and Sonification. In the following, we provide a com-163
plete description of the DSP for EEG and ECG data, together with the correspondent164
sonification and BPM control mappings. Figure 5 shows a diagram of the main building165
blocks of the EEG sonification and ECG-based BPM control. We processed the signal166
coming from the Enobio by first applying a DC block filter to contrast the signal drift167
and then performing a frequency magnitude analysis. Each block was multiplied by168
a Hann window function of the same size. An FFT with a size of 256 samples is then169
performed, leading to a spectral resolution of 0.97Hz per frequency bin.170

The computed magnitude spectrum for each block is then used to shape the spec-171
trum of a white noise signal. Each frequency bin of the EEG is used to weight the172
first 128 frequency bins of a 256 bins white noise FFT. Working at 44.1kHz for audio173
synthesis, we have a covered frequency range going from 0Hz to 11,025Hz, with each174
audio frequency bin covering about 86Hz. The spectral magnitudes have been equal-175
ized by mean of weighting the chosen curve in order to emphasize the weaker higher176
frequencies.177

This straightforward audification approach was used to map dominant EEG activity178
(mainly alpha band, 8–12Hz) to human audible frequencies. In this manner, the alpha179
activity, which is known to be associated with activation/relaxation [Wheeler et al.180
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Fig. 5. Signal processing for EEG sonification and ECG tempo control.

1993], dominated the audification. This allows listeners to hear periodic components 181
as frequencies. As demonstrated by Pauletto and Hunt [2005], through audification, 182
users are able to detect attributes such as repetitive elements, regular oscillations, 183
discontinuities, and signal power to a degree comparable with using visual inspection of 184
spectrograms. The EEG sonification is finally streamed over a TCP-IP/LAN connection 185
to a server running the Reactable software, thus allowing to map it to the physiopucks, 186
the objects that allow direct manipulation of physiological signal audification through 187
hand gestures, and their combination with other Reactable objects (i.e., filters and 188
controllers). 189

The overall EEG DSP and audification process implied an inherent latency of about 190
1s. This could represent a problem in case of discrete control of a sound process (i.e., 191
triggers), which would require a maximum latency of 30–50msec. However, higher Q4192
latencies can be considered as tolerable for a continuous control, as the one applied in 193
our sonification system [Wessel and Wright 2002; Lago and Kon 2004], also given the 194
low-frequency and low-variability of alpha rhythms. 195

ECG measures were used as a control mechanism to adjust the BPM of the system to 196
the average heart rate of the user. We applied an adaptive rescaling to the ECG signal 197
in order to smooth changes without losing heart rate peak resolution. A 2-second sliding 198
window (500 samples) is used to detect minimum and maximum values, and signal is 199
normalized depending on that sliding window range. Afterward, peaks in the ECG 200
are detected by applying a simple threshold function. A heartbeat is detected if the 201
normalized signal is above the 40% of the normalized range. A new heartbeat is then 202
detected only if this signal falls below 30% of the normalized range. 203
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2.2. Participants, Experimental Setup, and Procedure204

To assess the effect of multimodal control on user motivation, we designed a task-205
oriented experiment involving two participants working together (i.e., a dyad). We206
chose this configuration because it allowed us to study how participants perceive their207
physiology-driven operations during music performance and how a partner perceives208
implicit interaction involved in the same task.209

The experiment took about 45 minutes (equal in all groups) and was conducted in210
accordance with the ethical standards laid down in the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki211
and its later revisions. A total of 56 participants were distributed in three groups:212
the Physio group, where the multimodal system was fully functional; the Sham group,213
where physiopucks were driven by prerecorded physiological signals; and the Control214
group, where no physiopucks were present, thus participants were using the conven-215
tional Reactable. The Physio group contained 11 dyads, with age mean of 28 (SD = 3),216
10 females. The Sham group contained 11 dyads, with age mean of 27.1 (SD = 3.5),217
9 females. The Control group contained 6 dyads, with age mean of 27.7 (SD = 4.1), 6 fe-218
males. Regarding the Control group, it is important to note that, since its dyads were of219
the same User type, we included 12 participants for comparisons with other four types220
of participants: Physio-Users, Physio-Emitters, Sham-Users, and Sham-Emitters.221

2.2.1. The Physio Group. The Physio group involved a pair of participants with two222
distinct roles: a User, who operated the Reactable in a conventional manner (i.e.,223
controlling pucks with her hands), and an Emitter, who also manipulated the interface224
through standard pucks and gestures, but with the addition of providing physiological225
signals for the physiopucks (i.e., EEG audification and BPM controlled through heart226
rate).227

In this way, changes in Emitter’s arousal state drove the audification produced by228
the EEG physiopuck and the tempo was defined by the ECG physiopuck. This means229
that Emitters were continuously and implicitly controlling. They could also control230
physiopucks by trying to change their arousal state at will, and through hand gestures231
(i.e., reducing the volume of the EEG audification). Physiopucks were accessible to232
both Emitters and Users; therefore, any of them could put them or take them out of233
the tabletop, or combine them with other Reactable pucks (i.e., filters, controllers).234

2.2.2. The Sham Group. Dyads in the Sham group were also composed from User and235
Emitter pairs. However, physiopucks were not connected to the Emitters’ physiological236
states, but driven by prerecorded EEG and ECG signals. A placebo effect in this group237
was induced by making Emitters wear the physiological sensors and by telling both238
members of the dyads that physiopucks were connected to Emitter’s EEG and ECG239
activity.240

With the aim of keeping the prerecorded data as close as possible to the physiological241
signals of a Physio-Emitter, we collected and reused the EEG and ECG activities from242
a participant working on the same task as the ones applied in the experiment, but243
during a pilot session. All Emitters within the Sham Group used the same physiological244
recording.245

2.2.3. The Control Group. Participants in the Control group also worked in dyads, but246
in this case, both participants were Users. Therefore, dyads operated Reactable only247
through hand gestures, with no physiopucks or physiology involved. These User-User248
dyads worked with a tempo controller and an additional sound generator that replaced249
the two physiopucks. This allowed Users to perform similar operations to the ones250
allowed by the physiopucks. EEG headsets were also placed on both Users, explaining251
to them that they were used for measurement purposes. In any case, physiological data252
was connected to the sonification system; headsets were used to create a similar setup to253
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Table I. Description of the Pucks and Physiopucks Available during the Experiments,
According to Reactable Taxonomy, Subtype, and Connections Allowed

Type Subtype Connection
Generator Oscillator 1 audio out

N control in
Generator Sampler 1 audio out

N control in
Audio Filter Delay 1 audio out

N control in
Audio Filter Granular filter 1 audio out

N control in
Controller Sin wave low-frequency oscillator N control out
Controller Sequencer N control out

Global Metronome N control in
Generator EEG Physiopuck for resynthesis 1 audio out

N control in
Global ECG Physiopuck for BPM control N control out

the other two experimental groups (i.e., wearing and seeing physiological equipment). 254
The Control group performed the same tasks and followed the same procedure as the 255
Physio and Sham groups. 256

2.2.4. Experimental Procedure. The three experimental groups followed the same pro- 257
cedure, with different dyad composition as described in the previous section. Before 258
starting the experiment, participants were asked to sign a consent form and fill out 259
a pretest questionnaire (see Section 2.3 for more details). Then the physiological sen- 260
sors were placed on the Emitter’s scalp and on the wrist of the nondominant hand, 261
respectively. In order to reduce movement artifacts during ECG acquisition, we asked 262
Emitters to keep their nondominant hand in a resting position or on top of the table- 263
top interface. In the Control group, EEG headsets were placed on both participants. 264
A testing period followed for about 10 minutes, where electrode impedance and data 265
acquisition was checked. Afterward, all dyads went through a 5-minute explanation 266
session, with the aim of introducing them to b-Reactable and the physiopucks (or the 267
standard Reactable in the case of the Control group). This session included seven Re- 268
actable pucks plus the two physiopucks (see Table I), and were the same set of objects 269
available for carrying on the task (see Table II). After the explanation session, dyads 270
had 5 minutes to freely explore the interface through gestures and physiology with 271
the same set of objects. In the Sham group, once the exploration was finished, Sham- 272
Emitters were secretly disconnected from the interface (while keeping the electrodes) 273
to carry on the tasks with prerecorded physiological data. 274

The experiment included two tasks, each one consisting on the replication of a 15s 275
music excerpt that was created with the same set of pucks that were available to the 276
participants during the test. The tasks also required specific EEG and ECG states, 277
namely high or low level of physiological activation, since the two music excerpts 278
differed in musical pace and audification frequency (see Table II). 279

First, dyads listened to the music reference. Then dyads had up to 5 minutes to 280
mimic the reference music excerpt. Matching sounds required a concrete combination 281
of pucks and physiopucks, and differed in the activity states required from Emitters 282
(see Table II). The participants could ask the experiment leader to replay the sound ref- 283
erence at any time. The task finished either when the dyads declared to have matched 284
the reference sound, or once the 5-minute period ended. After the task, participants 285
were asked to fill in the posttest questionnaire (see Section 2.3 for more details). 286
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Table II. Description of Tasks Involved in the Experiment, Including Pucks Involved and a Representation
of the Solved Tasks in b-Reactable

Finally, sensors were removed; participants were debriefed and given a small reward287
(chocolate bars).288

2.3. Measures289

Demographic information from participants (including music knowledge and famil-290
iarity with the Reactable) was gathered through a pretest questionnaire based on a291
5-point interval scale. Statements for general music knowledge included “I can play292
music” and “I can compose music,” whereas electronic music knowledge included “I can293
play an electronic instrument” and “I understand how an electronic music instrument294
works.”295

After each task, we used a posttest questionnaire that included a 9-point bidimen-296
sional self-assessment manikin pictorial scale (SAM) for assessment of valence and297
arousal [Bradley and Lang 1994], and 11 motivational aspects based on CSCW litera-298
ture [Jones and Issroff 2005]. A Curiosity measure was added from the attitude scale299
of Eagly and Chaiken [1998]. Each of motivation measures is based on one or several300
statements to be rated on 5- or 10-point interval scale. The ratings for each measure301
were collected through computer-based questionnaires, and the mean was taken if302
several questions were corresponding to a specific motivation aspect. Below are listed303
motivation measures with an example statement in the questionnaire.304

Curiosity (M1): Task perceived as unusual, example of statement: “Performing with305
Reactable was an unusual experience.” 5-point interval scale, 3 questions.306

Difficulty (M2): Rates the difficulty level of the task, example statement: “The tasks307
were too difficult to be accomplished.” 5-point interval scale, 3 questions.308
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Confidence (M3): Self-efficacy on achieving the tasks, example statement: “I’ve 309
accomplished the tasks with efficacy.” 5-point interval scale, 4 questions. 310

Distribution of Control (M4): Balance of control among subjects, example state- 311
ment: “I feel I was leading most of the work in every task.” 5-point interval scale, 312
5 questions. 313

Social Affinity (M5): Willingness to work together and collaborate, example state- 314
ment: “I have a relation of friendship with my partner.” 5-point interval scale, 315
2 questions. 316

Interface feedback (M6): Measures how multimodal feedback (visual, sound) aids 317
the collaboration between pairs, e.g., “The visual interface of Reactable helped me to 318
understand how to create sound compositions.” 5-point interval scale, 2 questions. 319

Motivation Time (M7): How does motivation change over time? Does the subject 320
lose interest as time pass by? Example statement: “The first tasks were more compelling 321
and interesting than the latter.” 5-point interval scale, inversed, 2 questions. 322

Satisfaction (M8): Measures enjoyment and positive attitudes towards the experi- 323
ence, example statement: “Playing with my partner was a positive experience.” 5-point 324
interval scale, 3 questions 325

Verbal Communication (M9): Measures the importance of verbal communication 326
for solving tasks. Example statement: “Please rate verbal communication according to 327
the importance you think it had during the tasks.” 10-point interval scale, 1 question. 328

Visual Communication (M10): Measures the importance of the visual feedback 329
provided by the system as a mean of communication with partners. Example statement: 330
“Please rate visual feedback according to the importance you think it had during the 331
tasks.” 10-point interval scale, 1 question. 332

Gestural Communication (M11): measures the importance of physical manipu- 333
lation of tangible objects when communicating with partners during tasks. Example 334
statement: “Please rate body gestures of your partner according to the importance you 335
think it had during the tasks.” 10-point interval scale, 1 question. 336

3. RESULTS 337

The IBM SPSS v20 software suite has been used for statistical analyses. The alpha 338
significance level was fixed at 0.05 for all statistical tests, and a Greenhouse-Geisser 339
correction was used to compensate for unequal variances [Greenhouse and Geisser 340
1959]. For multivariate analysis, Wilks’ lambda was used as the multivariate criterion. 341
All variables were normally distributed according to the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. The 342
reported results were not correlated with participants’ age, gender, or music knowledge 343
indexes, so this analysis is not included in the sections below. For the correlation 344
analyses, an adjusted Pearson’s correlation coefficient Rho has been used to compensate 345
for the small number of observations [Howell 2010]. Since the measures were averaged 346
over several questions, we considered them as continuous variables. 347

In our analysis, we first ran a one-way ANOVA, comparing all ratings from the 348
four types of participants of the Physio and Sham groups with the ratings from the 349
Control group (i.e., standard Reactable users). Second, leaving out the Control group 350
data, we ran a two-way MANOVA comparing participant’s ratings using two between- 351
subjects factors: “group” (Physio vs. Sham) and participant’s “role-in-dyad” (Emitter 352
vs. User). Third, to study in depth possible similarity between Users and Emitters in 353
dyads, we applied a correlation analysis. Finally, we compared the correlations between 354
participants’ emotional state (SAM scale) and reported motivation aspects. 355

3.1. Comparing the Four b-Reactable Participant Types to the Control Group 356

To address our first hypothesis, we compared all four participant types: Sham-Users, 357
Sham-Emitters, Physio-Users, and Physio-Emitters with regular Reactable users in 358
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Fig. 6. Confidence (a), Satisfaction (b) and Gestural Communication ratings (c) across five participant types:
the users from the Control group (C), Sham-Users (Su), Sham-Emitters (Se), Physio-Users (Pu), and Physio-
Emitters (Pe). Error bars represent SEM values. ∗∗∗, significance at p < 0.005 level; ∗∗, significance at p <
0.01 level; ∗, significance at p < 0.05 level.

the Control group using one-way ANOVA and two-sided Dunnett posthoc test. From359
13 measures, only 3 showed significant changes in the reported motivation aspects.360

First, the Confidence ratings showed significant differences among participant types361
with F(4, 51) = 3.18, p < 0.021, h2

p = 0.2 (see Figure 6(a)). From the four participant362
types, two were significantly higher than the Control group (M = 2.6, SE = 0.2), both363
coming from the Physio group: Physio-Users at p < 0.028 (M = 3.4, SE = 0.3), and364
Physio-Emitters at p < 0.037 (M = 3.4, SE = 0.2).365

Second, the Satisfaction ratings also showed significant differences among partic-366
ipant types with F(4, 51) = 3.57, p < 0.012, h2

p = 0.22 (see Figure 6(b)). From the367
four participant types, only Users’ ratings were significantly higher than ratings in the368
Control group (M = 3.9, SE = 0.2): Physio-Users at p < 0.038 (M = 4.4, SE = 0.2) and369
Sham-Users at p < 0.006 (M = 4.6, SE = 0.2).370

Third, the Gestural Communication ratings also showed significant difference among371
participant types with F(4, 51) = 2.89, p < 0.031, h2

p = 0.19 (see Figure 6(c)). Only372
Physio-User’s ratings (M = 7.3, SE = 0.6) were significantly higher than in the Control373
group (M = 4.8, SE = 0.7), p < 0.03. The second highest rating was from Physio-374
Emitters (M = 6.7, SE = 0.7), followed by Sham-Users (M = 6.1, SE = 0.6) and Sham-375
Emitters (M = 4.9, SE = 0.6). It should be noted that no significant differences between376
b-Reactable and Control groups could be seen for the Visual and Verbal Communication377
ratings.378
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Fig. 7. The illustration of significant interaction patterns between “group” and “role-in-dyad” factors in the
Physio and Sham groups for Motivation (a) and Visual Communication ratings (b) for the Control group
(C), Sham-Users (S-u), Sham-Emitters (S-e), Physio-Users (P-u) and Physio-Emitters (P-e). Error bars rep-
resent SEM values.

3.2. Comparing Physio and Sham Groups 379

To address our second hypothesis, all 11 measures of motivation, together with the 380
two SAM scale ratings of valence and arousal were submitted to a multivariate anal- 381
ysis with two between-subjects factors: experimental “group” (Physio vs. Sham) and 382
participant’s “role-in-dyad” (User vs. Emitter). 383

The multivariate effect of the “group” factor reached significance at p < 0.044 with 384
F(13, 28) = 2.1, ! = 0.51, h2

p = 0.5. In a posthoc analysis, two measures showed Q5385
significant differences within this factor, similarly to the analysis in the previous sec- 386
tion. First, the Physio group showed significantly higher Confidence levels than the 387
Sham group, F(1, 40) = 7.7, p < 0.008, h2

p = 0.16. The corresponding means were 388
M = 3.4 (SE = 0.2) for dyads in the Physio group and M = 2.8 (SE = 0.2) for the Sham 389
group (see also Figure 7(a)). Second, dyads in the Physio group also paid more atten- 390
tion to Gestural Communication than in the Sham group, F(1, 40) = 5.62, p < 0.023, 391
h2

p = 0.12. The corresponding means were M = 7 (SE = 0.4) for dyads in the Physio 392
group vs. M = 5.5 (SE = 0.4) for the Sham group. 393

The “role-in-dyad” factor reached significance only for the Satisfaction measure. In 394
this case, Users declared higher level of Satisfaction than Emitters, F(1, 40) = 4.28, 395
p < 0.009, h2

p = 0.157, in both experimental groups. The corresponding means were 396
M = 4.5, SE = 0.1 vs. M = 4.1, SE = 0.1 (see also Figure 6(b)). 397

Two significant interaction effects between the “group” and the “role-in-dyad” factors 398
also emerged and these response patterns are illustrated on Figure 7. The Motivation 399
Time ratings showed significant differences, with Physio-Users and Sham-Emitters 400
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Table III. The Pearson Correlation Coefficients (and Observations Adjusted Values)
Showing the Consistency within User-Emitter Dyad Ratings

Separate data is shown for Physio and Sham groups (∗, significance at 0.05; ∗∗, significance at 0.01; and ∗∗∗,
significance at 0.005).

Measures Physio Rho (Rho adjusted) Sham Rho (Rho adjusted)
All Measures Together 0.80∗∗∗ 0.71
Arousal 0.25 (–) 0.38 (0.21)
Valence 0.13 (–) –0.09 (–)
Curiosity (M1) –0.0 (–) 0.66∗ (0.61)
Difficulty (M2) 0.36 (0.17) 0.21 (–)
Confidence (M3) 0.92∗∗∗ (0.91) 0.19 (–)
Distribution of Control (M4) 0.30 (–) 0.54 (0.46)
Social Affinity (M5) 0.44 (0.31) 0.44 (0.33)
Interface Feedback (M6) 0.3 (–) –0.3 (–)
Motivation Time (M7) 0.59 (0.52) 0.38 (0.22)
Satisfaction (M8) –0.29 (–) –0.17 (–)
Verbal Communication (M9) 0.35 (0.15) 0.30 (–)
Visual Communication (M10) 0.67∗ (0.62) 0.04 (–)
Gestural Communication (M11) 0.24 (–) –0.25 (–)

declaring significantly more motivation than their partners in the corresponding dyad,401
F(1, 40) = 6.61, p < 0.014, h2

p = 0.142 (see Figure 7(a)). Similar interaction trends could402
be observed for the Visual Communication ratings with F(1, 40) = 3.97, p = 0.053,403
h2

p = 0.09. Here, same as for the Motivation ratings, Physio-Users and Sham-Emitters404
were paying more attention to visual feedback than their partners in the dyad (see405
Figure 7(b)).406

3.3. Correlations between User-Emitter Dyad407

To complement direct comparisons in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 and to study in depth the408
collaborative aspects of the experiment, we applied a correlation analysis to evaluate409
the consistency of the User-Emitter dyads’ responses to each measure in the question-410
naire (see Table III). When all the questions were combined together, only the Physio411
group showed a significant level of consistency between participants’ responses in User-412
Emitter dyad. When correlations were analyzed measure by measure, a more detailed413
picture emerged.414

First, the Curiosity measure showed a significant positive correlation within the415
User-Emitter dyad, but only for the Sham group. Second, the Confidence measure416
showed a significant positive correlation within the User-Emitter dyad, but only for the417
Physio group. This is coherent with the results from the previous analysis (Physio dyads418
showing greater confidence than Sham dyads) and with the results of the role-in-dyad419
analysis (Emitters and Users showing high confidence ratings in the Physio group).420
Finally, the Visual Communication measure showed a significant positive correlation421
within the User-Emitter dyad, but again only for the Physio group.422

3.4. Correlations between Motivational Characteristics and Valence-Arousal Ratings423

All the results reported in previous sections showed no effects for the participants’424
SAM ratings of valence or arousal. However, we also decided to check the correlation425
between these subjective ratings of emotional state and each of the 11 motivational426
characteristics. Table IV summarizes only the correlations that showed to be both427
significant and strong/moderate, with the intention of illustrating several recurrent428
patterns that complement the main findings of Sections 3.1 and 3.2.429
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Table IV. Significant, Strong and Moderate Correlations between Measures of Motivational and Emotional
Experience The adjusted Pearson’s Rho is provided for each of the five user types: Control group, Sham-Users,
Sham-Emitters, Physio-Users, and Physio-Emitters (∗, two-tailed significance at 0.05, ∗∗, two-tailed significance

at 0.01, ∗∗∗, two-tailed significance at 0.005).

Measure Control Sham-Users Sham-Emitters Physio-Users Physio-Emitters
Arousal (A) M8, 0.8∗∗∗ M1, 0.8∗∗ M8, 0.6∗

M9, 0.7∗∗ M11, 0.6∗

Valence (V) M11, 0.5∗ M1, 0.6∗ M5, 0.7∗∗

M4, –0.5∗ M7, 0.7∗∗

M8, 0.8∗∗∗

Curiosity (M1) M11, 0.5∗ V, 0.6∗ A, 0.8∗∗

M4, –0.5∗ M6, –0.6∗

Difficulty (M2) M5, 0.7∗∗ M3, –0.8∗∗ M5, –0.7∗

M10, –0.6∗

Confidence (M3) M2, –0.8∗∗ M4, 0.6∗

M7, 0.6∗ M7, 0.6∗

Distr. of Control (M4) M7, 0.6∗ V, –0.5∗ M6, 0.6∗ M3, 0.6∗

M1, –0.5∗ M11, –0.7∗ M6, 0.8∗∗

M9, 0.8∗∗ M7, 0.6∗

Social Affinity (M5) M2, 0.7∗∗ M6, 0.6∗ V, 0.7∗∗

M2, –0.7∗

M8, 0.6∗

Interface Feedback (M6) M5, 0.6∗ M1, –0.6∗ M4, 0.8∗∗

M4, 0.6∗ M7, 0.6∗

M9, 0.6∗

Motivation Time (M7) M4, 0.6∗ M3, 0.6∗ V, 0.7∗∗

M11, 0.7∗ M3, 0.6∗

M4, 0.6∗

M6, 0.6∗

M10, 0.6∗

Satisfaction (M8) A, 0.8∗∗∗ M11, 0.6∗ A, 0.6∗

M9, 0.6∗ M9, 0.7∗∗ V, 0.8∗∗∗

M5, 0.6∗

Verbal Comm. (M9) M8, 0.6∗ A, 0.7∗∗ M4, 0.8∗∗ M6, 0.6∗ M10, 0.7∗∗

M10, –0.6∗ M8, 0.7∗∗

Visual Comm. (M10) M9, –0.6∗ M2, –0.6∗

M7, 0.6∗

M9, 0.7∗∗

Gestural Comm. (M11) M1, 0.5∗ V, 0.5∗ A, 0.6∗

M7, 0.7∗ M4, –0.7∗

M8, 0.6∗

First, Physio-Emitters had the highest number of correlated measures. It is also im- 430
portant to note that, for these participants, pleasant emotional states were associated 431
with Social Affinity, Motivation Time, and Satisfaction scores. 432

Second, two correlations between measures showed an opposite sign for the Con- 433
trol and the Physio-Emitter group. One was the relation between Difficulty and So- 434
cial Affinity (see Figure 8). While this correlation was positive for the Control group 435
(adj Rho = 0.7, p < 0.01), Physio-Emitters reported higher Social Affinity when Dif- 436
ficulty was lower (adj rho = −0.7, p < 0.05). The second relation was between Visual 437
and Verbal Communication. Here, Physio-Emitters had a positive correlation between 438
the two measures (adj Rho = 0.7, p < 0.01). On the contrary, the participants in the 439
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Fig. 8. The correlations between Social Affinity and task Difficulty measures for User in the Control group
(C, black dots) and Physio-Emitters (P-e, gray dots).

Control group rated Verbal Communication as important while judging the Visual440
Communication aspects as low (adj Rho = −0.6, p < 0.05).441

Third, Emitters and Users in the Physio group had two similar patterns of positive442
correlation between measures. One of them was between Distribution of Control and443
Interface Feedback, and the other between Confidence and Motivation Time. Finally,444
several correlations again highlighted the interaction effects between the “group” and445
“role-in-dyad” factors for Motivation Time and Visual Communication ratings that446
were described in Section 3.2 (Figure 7). Both Physio-Emitters and Sham-Users had447
high positive correlations between Motivation Time and Distribution of Control, and448
between Arousal and Satisfaction. In addition, Sham-Users shared similar patterns449
with the Control group: positive correlations between Satisfaction and Verbal Commu-450
nication, and between Satisfaction and Emotional ratings.451

4. DISCUSSION452

The results of this study offer a number of insights on the effects of multimodal control453
(gestures and implicit interaction) in user experience, by measuring multidimensional454
aspects of participants’ motivation during a musical task. We compared subjective455
ratings of three groups of participants—the Control, the Physio, and the Sham groups—456
using Reactable and b-Reactable, a DMI that introduces physiology-based interaction457
according to EEG and ECG measures. The experiment showed that (1) the motivation458
brought by b-Reactable significantly differs from the one of the Reactable; (2) the dyads459
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using b-Reactable had a different motivational experience depending on whether the 460
physiological feedback was real or fake; and (3) Physio-Emitters and Physio-Users had 461
different motivational patterns. 462

Our first hypothesis postulated that User-Emitter dyads using the b-Reactable sys- 463
tem would have a stronger motivation than users of the standard Reactable when per- 464
forming the same collaborative musical tasks. Eleven motivation dimensions together 465
with valence and arousal pictorial scales were measured through a postexperimental 466
questionnaire. Indeed, several of these measures showed significantly higher ratings 467
for User-Emitter dyads compared to the Users dyads in the Control group. Specifically, 468
Physio-Users had significantly higher ratings for Confidence, Satisfaction, and Ges- 469
tural Communication than conventional tabletop users. In addition, Physio-Emitters 470
had higher ratings for Confidence and Sham-Users for Satisfaction as compared to 471
the Control group. Importantly, no ratings have been significantly lower than the ones 472
given by Reactable Users in the Control group, showing that b-Reactable and the use 473
of physiopucks do not affect participants’ motivation negatively. It should also be noted 474
that the observed effects are most likely caused by the presence of implicit interaction 475
through physiopucks and not due to the unusual experience of using EEG headsets, 476
as participants in the Control group also wore EEG devices. We should also stress the 477
fact that implicit interaction paradigms like the ones presented in this article can also 478
lead to explicit control, with participants trying to alter their EEG and ECG activity to 479
match a given sound or tempo. However, this is more likely to happen after a number of 480
training sessions, and this requires further investigation that goes beyond the current 481
study. 482

The observed differences between b-Reactable and the standard Reactable could stem 483
from Emitters, who would have a higher level of motivation compared to Users due to 484
a new, implicit communication channel available to them. Indeed, taking a closer look 485
at the differences between the four participant types and the Control group that used 486
the Reactable, we can see that motivation levels of Users and Emitters differed from 487
each other. However, not fully in line with our predictions in Hypothesis 1, Physio- 488
Emitters gave significantly higher ratings only for one measure (Confidence), while 489
the Physio-Users’ ratings were significantly higher for Confidence, Satisfaction, and 490
Gestural Communication. In addition, Sham-Users also had significantly higher Sat- 491
isfaction scores than the Control group. In other words, Users’ motivation level in the 492
b-Reactable groups also differed from the Control group. One possible explanation why 493
both Sham and Physio-Users reported the highest levels of Satisfaction, compared to 494
Emitters in the both groups is because Users could only collaborate via hand gestures. 495
Users’ operation with physiopucks did not depend on the quality of physiological feed- 496
back, real, or sham one, which could be only noticed by Emitters. Furthermore, Users 497
in both groups had a less complex and a more conventional control of the interface. On 498
the other hand, Emitters might not have reached high levels of satisfaction given the 499
expressive limitations of the physiological control and the quality of the audification. 500
Whereas Users had a quite varied repertoire of sound generators to play with, Emitters 501
could have felt tied to white noise audification generated by the EEG-based physiopuck. 502
Perhaps a more pleasant or rewarding sonification would result in better satisfaction 503
ratings from Emitters. As Emitters might not have been able to achieve high expres- 504
sivity with the provided audification, it would be interesting to explore whether their 505
satisfaction change in the case of other, more complex types of sonifications. 506

When comparing the differences between the Physio and Control groups, a few is- 507
sues should also be stressed. First, Physio-Users showed higher ratings of gestural 508
communication, as opposed to the verbal communication preference showed by the 509
dyads within the Control group. Second, social affinity between Physio-Emitters and 510
their partners was highly correlated with reported positive valence. Interestingly, the 511
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Social Affinity ratings were higher when Emitters reported lower difficulty of the task,512
while an opposite correlation could be seen in the Control group, in which higher scores513
on difficulty level matched the stronger affinity with the partner.514

Our second hypothesis was that the Physio condition would provide a higher level of515
motivation aspects than Sham, due to dyads perceiving the difference in the feedback516
quality (i.e., real-time vs. prerecorded). Indeed, the multivariate comparison with all517
measures combined together showed a significant difference between the two experi-518
mental groups. Specifically, two motivation aspects were significantly higher in ratings519
for the Physio than for the Sham group, namely Confidence and Gestural Communi-520
cation. This result suggests that implicit interaction could be a relevant technique to521
enhance quality of collaboration and nonverbal communication during multiuser music522
performance.523

In addition, a significant interaction was observed where Sham-Users and Physio-524
Emitters showed lower Motivation Time ratings than Physio-Users and Sham-525
Emitters, respectively. The observed interaction may be explained by two factors: task526
complexity and the use of Sham recordings. The two tasks differed in complexity, with527
the second one being more difficult to solve than the first one (as it involved more528
pucks and deeper configurations). The low Motivation Time measures in Sham-Users529
could be explained by the challenge that could imply solving tasks with an increasing530
difficulty with a partner (Sham-Emitter), whose physiology-driven control parameters531
were not responding according to the Sham-Emitter physiological state (i.e., working532
with prerecorded EEG and ECG measures). This did not happen in the Physio group, as533
Physio-Users were collaborating with a partner that had direct control of physiopucks.534
In the case of Physio-Emitters, solving the second task could have been a significant535
challenge for them (especially without previous training sessions), thus diminishing536
their motivation towards the end of the experiment. In sum, this interaction may sug-537
gest that it was easier for Sham-Emitters and Physio-Users to solve the tasks, and that538
was reflected in higher Motivation Time ratings.539

The direct between-groups comparisons were complemented by the results from540
within dyads correlations that showed whether Emitter and User shared similar moti-541
vational ratings. The dyads ratings from the Physio group showed high and significant542
correlations for the Confidence and Visual Communication ratings. This again stresses543
the fact that Physio dyads effectively collaborated and relied on gestural or visual com-544
munication resources rather than on speech. This effect does not mean that there is545
a tradeoff between communication channels (i.e., more gestural communication, less546
speech) but a participant preference for one or another. Conversely, Sham dyads’ rat-547
ings were only correlated for Curiosity measure. Finally, the ratings of Distribution of548
Control and Interface Feedback, Confidence, and Motivation Time were positively and549
significantly correlated for both Users and Emitters in the Physio but not in the Sham550
group. Although we did not address this directly, these results suggest that there might551
have been some transfer of subjective experience, like confidence or curiosity, between552
the partners working together at the task.553

A specific interaction effect between “group” and “role-in-dyad” factors was also ob-554
served, where Users in the Sham dyads and Emitters in Physio dyads had high positive555
correlations between the ratings of Motivation Time and Distribution of Control, and556
between the Arousal and Satisfaction ratings. Again, one possible explanation for this557
result is that Sham-Users and Physio-Emitters had a clearer task compared to their558
partners in the dyad. In the Sham group, Sham-Emitters perceived and tried to solve559
the problem with the erroneous feedback, which could explain their high ratings for560
Visual Communication. Sham-Users in this case were in the control of the situation561
and reported high levels of satisfaction. On the contrary, Physio-Emitters were the ones562
who had the most satisfying experience, as shown by the highest number of motivation563
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measures correlated with positive valence. Taken together, it is clear that the Physio 564
and Sham groups differed significantly on several motivation dimensions. 565

Both variance and correlation analyses support our second hypothesis and suggest 566
that participants in both groups were able to perceive the quality (real-time vs. sham 567
feedback) of physiological activity displayed audiovisually on b-Reactable. Corroborat- 568
ing this result, the significant correlations of Curiosity ratings for Sham dyads together 569
with their low levels of Confidence can be explained by participants perceiving the 570
Sham feedback from the interface or, at least, having a certain inability to manage the 571
physiological channels. As a sign of coping with this situation, Sham dyads had a high 572
correlation between the Verbal Communication and Satisfaction scores, and the scores 573
of Distribution of Control and Arousal. In sum, the very fact of preferring gestural 574
communication shows the potential of implicit indirect interaction for reinforcing a 575
more intuitive, seamless, and body-centered multiuser interaction. 576

It should be noted that the fake nature of Sham feedback could be perceived more 577
easily via the audiovisual display of ECG activity. Although we did not assess directly 578
the difference between the perception of EEG and ECG, participants might perceive 579
these two signals differently. Unlike EEG feedback, ECG display was more direct and 580
intuitive (a pulse blasting from the center of the tabletop interface) making it easier to 581
perceive and to compare with the Emitters’ own body states. Moreover, the ECG values 582
were displayed in the upper right corner of the physiopuck. 583

Regarding the validity of our DMI (b-Reactable), the experiment showed that it 584
could be used as a platform for collaborative music re-creation. Previous research 585
on collaborative learning has highlighted that aspects like confidence, social affinity, 586
and distribution of control are of utter importance for increasing learning motivation 587
[Jones and Issroff 2005]. All of these measures have been sensitive to our between- 588
subject manipulation, showing that b-Reactable can increase motivation as compared 589
to standard tabletop systems based on hand gesture control. We also see that aspects 590
like Motivation Time and preference for feedback type (i.e., visual, gestural, verbal) 591
can be used as informative measures when studying participants’ motivation during 592
collaborative musical tasks. In our case, the proposed combination of implicit and 593
explicit interaction fostered nonverbal communication and body-centric interactions 594
as compared to gesture-only tabletop system. 595

When running the experiment, we noticed that almost all participants were sur- 596
prised and curious about the physiological sensors, even more than about the tabletop 597
system itself. These reactions, together with the fact that the Users’ task was not di- 598
rectly affected by the quality of the physiology-based feedback, could account for an 599
increase in User’s Satisfaction, keeping their ratings high even within the Sham group. 600
Hence, Satisfaction ratings may have captured a sort of “wow” effect, representing the 601
participant’s impression of a “cool” and novel interface. However, it is important to note 602
that while Users themselves were not connected to the system, the fact of being able to 603
use their partners’ physiology through physiopucks still made the interface very excit- 604
ing for them. The lower scores of the Control group, where both partners also had EEG 605
headsets, further support this explanation. Since we are not aware of any other works 606
that use physiology-driven tangible objects in collaborative tasks, many aspects of this 607
unique User-Emitter situation are still to be tested concerning the “anthropomorphic” 608
potential of the physiopucks’ concept (e.g., “touching someone’s heart”). Other uses of 609
multitouch display may also bring interesting insights about collaborative scenarios 610
based physiology-driven objects, for example, transformation of parallel displays for 611
teamwork, as is it the case of the CityWall public installation by Peltonen et al. [2008]. 612

It should be noted that the effects found in our study might be of temporal nature; 613
thus, future experiments should address the impact of prolonged use of physiopucks. 614
However, it should be noted that this kind of physiology-based interaction is likely 615
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to produce subjective experiences different from gesture-based control. Consider, for616
example, the BRAAMHS project, a novel musical instrument based on functional near-617
infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) that adapts implicitly to users’ changing cognitive state618
during musical improvisation [Yuksel et al. 2015]. As one of the users commented,619
“I couldn’t tell if I was influencing them [patterns] but for some reason it didn’t feel620
random, I don’t know why”. Finally, our recent work using b-Reactable showed that621
professional musicians appreciated the use of physiopucks as an expressive control622
input [Mealla Cincuegrani et al. in preparation; Mealla Cincuegrani 2015].623

The presented novel multimodal system, together with the experimental User-624
Emitter scenario, poses a number of questions on how multimodal display of physi-625
ological signals, and its representation through physical objects, may enhance creation626
and collaboration. Specifically, we believe that future research should aim at explaining627
the following aspects:628

—In which other forms can implicit, physiology-based cues be delivered beyond au-629
dification? Should participants always perceive these cues consciously in order to630
provoke an effect? (e.g., recognizing different levels of excitement from physiology).631

—Can the use of the physiopucks lead to a stronger, largely unconscious, interpartner632
entrainment, synchronization, and anticipation during multiuser collaboration?633

—Can the physiopucks be perceived as embodied objects?634
—Can physiology-driven tangible objects stimulate empathy between participants due635

to their high level of emotional significance?636
—Will the Emitter-Emitter scenario be more effective in terms of motivation than the637

User-Emitter case?638
—What are the expressive possibilities of these multimodal DMIs? What new emotional639

and collaborative experiences can physiology-based inputs bring to professional640
musicians?641

We envision a number of future improvements to tackle these issues. First, we fore-642
see the implementation of algorithms and signal processing techniques to measure643
and classify different EEG features (e.g., coherence between specific brain regions or644
between multiple brains). Second, a multiparameter and versatile sound engine will645
be needed in order to provide a more flexible, expressive, and configurable auditory dis-646
play for brain and body dynamics. This sonification software should allow for possible647
multiple mappings between physiological features and sound, ranging from direct au-648
dification to more complex paradigms, such as model-based sonifications [Mealla et al.649
2014]. In this regard, the Reactable framework guarantees a straightforward integra-650
tion of new sonifications into a well-established DMI, facilitating comparative studies.651
For example, not only brain oscillations but higher-level interpretations like dynamic652
indices of workload could be then meaningfully sonified [Afergan et al. 2014]. Third, at653
the methodological level, quantitative measures on music similarity are needed. One654
option would be to use the similarity measures between the user’s compositions and655
the target sounds, in a way similar to what Serra et al. [2010] employ for musical cover656
detection. Finally, user entrainment could be studied by exposing participants to their657
own physiological activity after several training sessions, and synchronization between658
participants might be detected in multiuser, Emitter-Emitter scenarios.659

5. CONCLUSIONS660

This article studies whether the use of a tabletop system that support both implicit and661
gesture interaction (b-Reactable) can affect user motivation in a musical task, com-662
pared to the use of a gesture-only tabletop system (Reactable). We compared multiple663
dimensions of motivation between three experimental groups—Control, Physio, and664
Sham—using Reactable and b-Reactable with either real or fake physiology feedback.665
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The experiment showed that the motivation brought by b-Reactable is stronger than 666
the one of the tangible interface just based on gestural inputs in terms of Confidence. 667
On the other hand, the introduction of a fake (Sham) physiological feedback sig- 668
nificantly changes Confidence and Communication of participants. Importantly, 669
Physio-Emitters had different experiences than their partners (e.g., in terms of 670
positive emotions and social affinity). These results strongly support the potential 671
of physiology-based interfaces and implicit interaction for improving single-user and 672
multiuser HCI, within or beyond the musical domain. Further developments in this 673
regard could, therefore, explore how implicit interaction could widen multiuser commu- 674
nication, foster user entrainment by perceiving brain and body signals via physiopucks 675
after training, or increase interpersonal synchronization in brain-to-brain interaction. 676
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